
(b)

(c)

OR

(p)

(q)

(r,

Show that spinning moiion ofelectron is natural
outcome of the Dirac's equation. 6

Write Dirac's matrices. 2

Derive Dirac's relativistic wave equatiorl. Obtain
the contiluity equation corresponding 1o Dirac,s
equation. g

Obtain covariant form of Klein-Gordan equation.

6

Show that [a*oyo" p, p] = 2c., % q.. 2
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EITHER

l. (a) Develop the stationary perturbation theory for
nondegenerate case up to fircI order. g

(b) A hydmgen atom in the first excited state is placed
in a uniform electric field E atong the positive
z-axis. Evaluate correction in the energy, Draw
an energy level diagram illnstradng the different
states in the preseucc of the field. g

OR

(p) Show that shift in energy ofperturbed degenelate
levels arg *irar by Secular determinant. E

Explain splitting ofspechal liles in weak magnetic
field using stationary perturbation theory. g

(q)

EITHER

(a) Show that the first order effect ofa time dependurr
penubation, varying sinusoidally in time, lead
to emission or absorption of energy. g

4

2
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(b) Derive the Fermi Golden rule for lhe transition

rate from a given initial stale to a flnal state of
continuum. 8

OR

(p) On the basis of time dependent perturbation theory

briefly outline the theory of emission and

absorption i[ atomic system. 8

Give the lime dep€ndent perturbation theory for

the case of perturbation which is constant in time

except that it is swirched on at t = 0 and switched

off at tiEe t. 8

(c)

EITHER

(a) Show that symmetry character does not chaDge

with time. 4

(b) Show that antisymmetric wave function for two

Fermions would valish if both occupy the same

position with identical spin. 4

(c) Exptair rhe algebra of creatioD and arurihilation

operator for Fermions. 8

OR

(p) Illustrate cxchange degeneracy with example.

4

(q) Construct the spin fulction for three electrcn

system. 4

(r) Explain the algebra of creation and annihilation

operator for Bosols. 8

EITHER

(a) What are partial uaves ? What is significant

number of partial waves ? 4

(b) what is paniat wave analysis ? Writo and explain

mathematical formalisrn of Partial wave analysis

method. 6

(c) Exptain the method of calculating scattering

amplitude by Bom approximation method. 6

OR

(p) Discuss the validity condition for Born

approximation. 4

Calculate scattering cross section for a low energy

particle fiom a potential given by y(r) : y'fat
r < a, V(r) = 0 for r > a using using Bomt$"l

(q)

approximation. 6

(r) Solve the hard sphere scattering Ploblem using

partial wave analysis. 6

EITHER

5. (a) Devclop the Klein-Gordan equation for spin zero

particle. CoNtruct the corresponding co inuity

equation and discuss its non relativistic limit.
8
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